
WRITING A BUSINESS LETTER 3RD GRADE
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This stage could also be done individually for homework if time is short. Then ask what's wrong with the text.
What examples could be included? Children in the younger class should write letters to Santa. Give students
the model letter Worksheet 2 and ask them to compare it with their letter. What is his life like? Retrieved April
4, from letter. Activity 6: Letters of complaint Suitable for school use KS2 and use at home When might a
letter of complaint be sent? Write a letter explaining what liquids and gases are. Don't help them too much at
this stage - the idea is that students write the best letter they are capable of using their existing language
resources. Format for a business letter Hayes, K. Would they want a holiday somewhere warmer? This makes
it easier for the reader. Students choose a situation from Worksheet 3, brainstorm in pairs, and select
appropriate language from their own letter and Worksheet 2. One class could write letters of enquiry. This
would give them the opportunity to use their imagination and create imaginative responses, possibly little
stories about life at the North Pole. Give some examples of what you enjoyed best about the day? What
measures should we take in our homes or schools? Discuss the various possibilities with the children. They are
written slightly differently to normal letters and are always addressed Dear Sir, or Dear â€” name of magazine.
Always use your best and clearest handwriting. This is important if food and drink are being provided, or if
you need to know exactly how many people are coming. Examples can be easily obtained from local
newspapers or from children's magazines such as DK Find Out or Aquila. Requests for action should be
clearly indicated. Retrieved April 4, from correspondence. This activity is for fifth grade. This is an exercise
that could involve two classes within a school. A major issue is recycling and energy conservation. Sometimes
such letters are used to express opinions such as on climate change, treatment of animals, poor services, not
enough buses, and human rights. Give a couple of examples, then get students to brainstorm in pairs, before
feeding back to the class. The correct address is essential. It might be a request â€” could you provide more
stories about skate boarding, or nature? Retrieved April 4, from Full block business letter. Would he ask for
action to be taken against Goldilocks? Receiving a hand written letter asking you to a party or a special event
makes you feel very special. What sort of characters live there? You will need to say thank you and how much
you enjoyed the visit. Would he ask for payment for the broken chair? Give each child a letter and ask them to
write a reply. How do they work? Should a parent bring them or will you provide transport?


